The Book on Housing
It’s time to give Room Block Management the recognition it deserves
Room block management is a vital component of events. Through properly executed event Housing you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase revenue
Boost attendee satisfaction
Strengthen partner relationships
Amplify the economic impact of events
Increase the successful management of events
Protect room blocks from poachers and pirates

Housing, however, is often overlooked or handed back to the hotels to manage themselves. Not anymore! It’s
time for you to create success through Housing. This book was written to help you understand the benefits of
Housing and to provide the tools to properly implement it into your organization.
This book will help you to…
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the value of Housing from the perspective of the user, the planner, and the attendee
Learn basic Housing 101 best practices, including need-to-know Housing jargon
Avoid common mistakes pertaining to hotel contracting, managing attendees that book outside the
block, and handling misidentified roles inside your organization
Understand what works, and what doesn’t, through case studies
Recognize how vital Housing is in the integrated future of event technology
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What is Housing?
Housing, also known as Room Block Management, is the process by which an event attendee can find and
reserve a hotel room that best fits their criteria. There are many paths to accomplish this objective, each with
their own pros and cons:

Direct to Hotel
The Housing process can exist on the hotel level whereby attendees contact the hotel directly after first
reviewing their options. Often the website that handles information or registration for the event will provide a
link for “hotels” or “accommodation” and the prospective guest can view the hotel(s) along with a contact
phone number.
Pros: Some guests still prefer to speak directly with the hotel and this method can provide a great
deal of perceived security. Also, the planner doesn’t have to get involved in any aspect of the
reservation process. They can just request periodic updates on the room block from the hotel. This
option can save the planner time and money.
Cons: This process can be extremely time consuming for the guest and has the potential of being
considered non user-friendly. The more hotels involved, the more contact phone numbers listed, and
the more time consuming this process could be. As the details on the website are not in real-time,
there is a chance that the hotels listed are already sold out for the guest’s dates. Also, the planner
loses control over the block by providing the guests direct access to the hotel. There can be great
advantages in being able to move people internally between rooms and hotels before the cutoff date
when the hotel would traditionally receive the guest details.

Direct to Hotel Published Link
A specially devised link can be created by many hotel chains. This link can be included on the event
information web page, where attendees can access it. The link will take them directly to the hotel website and
allow them to book inside of the event room block.
Pros: This method will allow the guest to view real time availability and, unlike the publishing of phone
numbers, if the room block is sold out for the guest’s dates, the site will likely reflect this. Similarly, to
the phone method above, the planner can avoid getting involved in any aspect of the reservation
process and can often request automated pick up reports to be sent by email.
Cons: Despite being considered more user friendly than publishing phone numbers, an event with a
lot of hotels means a webpage with a lot of links to various hotel booking portals. The same concerns
about control over the room block exist in this method since you are sending guests directly to the
hotel.
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Direct to the Planner/Organizer
This method directs guests to one central source, often to the in-house organizer or planning department.
Guests can speak to a representative to discuss their needs and have someone help them select the hotel
property that is right for them.
Pros: This is considered a high touch method that those who prefer to speak with an actual person
would appreciate. Unlike the method of directing guests to multiple channels via multiple hotels, this
would be considered a more user-friendly method as the guest needs only to make one single call.
This method also provides increased control over the room block; the planner/ organizer can guide
guests to book at hotels that they want or need to sell, and they can benefit from being able to move
people internally between rooms and hotels before the cutoff date.
Cons: There could be considerable labour involved, including a call center for larger programs.
Education would be essential for all persons dealing with guests. In this case, you run the risk of
having representatives misstate information about the hotel as knowledge of the property may be
minimal. This is likely the most time-consuming method and could be considered the most expensive
option for Housing. Tech savvy guests are unlikely to appreciate the need to speak with someone
instead of being able to see real time information online.

Using a Housing Bureau
Whether through a local Convention & Visitors Bureau or the use of a third-party planner, there are many
organizations that will provide a centralized service for handling guest reservations online.
Pros: This can be an interesting hybrid of the high tech and the high touch. Often CVB’s or third-party
planners will offer the ability for guests to book by telephone or web. Many systems offer a multitude
of specific features and customizations to service the event. Web based systems offer real time
availability for those searching for hotels and room types. These systems can quite often collect
deposits or booking fees which can assist with event cash flow. Many systems also provide extensive
reporting capabilities. These can be very helpful for keeping track of the contracted room block,
watching for room pickup pace, and comparing hotel bookings to registration data.
Cons: An organization that moves Room Block Management to an outside third-party planner must
be willing to give up the control of overseeing the accommodation process. Outside parties that
provide Housing services may charge a fee to recoup their costs while others offset this cost by
receiving a commission from the hotel. In many markets, the CVB is not involved in Housing and the
destination doesn’t have adequate representation by third party planning organizations. In these
cases, a ‘nonlocal’ organization would need to be brought in which may carry previously discussed
issues regarding inadequate knowledge of the hotels and the destination as a whole.
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Who Uses Housing?
Many organizations can benefit from Room Block Management. Outlined below are potential Housing users
and the benefits that Housing provides them.

Convention and Visitor Bureaus
The primary goal of Convention & Visitor Bureaus is to bring business to the city and region. Housing
is a great tool to demonstrate the economic impact of events in a destination. Housing allows CVBs
to track important data such as the amount of revenue generated through hotel room nights, the total
number of guests in the city, and even the distance guests have travelled to in order to attend the
event. Housing also has the potential to strengthen hotel partner relationships, when managed
correctly.

Meeting Planners
Room Block Management is a great tool for planners to accurately track commission and/or
rebates. Housing reliably demonstrates the economic impact of events and increases negotiating
power when that same event travels to subsequent destinations. Time is a valuable commodity for
planners; therefore, they must decide on whether to manage the room block themselves or to
outsource it to hotels or third-party planners. Keeping it in-house allows for revenue generation
opportunities and increases control over room blocks, as the planner can move attendees
between hotels and room types before the event cut-off date. Outsourcing can save time but often comes at
a hard cost or loss in revenue.

Festival & Event Holders
Housing is a valuable tool to streamline the room block management of events, creating space to
focus on other pertinent event details. Housing provides a central place for event participants to
view all available options and book at their preferred property. Often large-scale events will require
specific room blocks for VIPs, staff, speakers, performers and more. Housing is a great tool to
manage these individual blocks and ensure all groups are at their preferred hotel.

Sporting Events
Sporting events typically require specific room blocks for the general public, teams, coaches and event staff.
Room Block Management is a great tool to streamline this process and effectively manage each
block. Due to qualifications and team try-outs in sports events, planners tend to be more heavily
involved in the Housing process. Whether managed in-house or outsourced, Housing is an excellent
way to efficiently keep tabs on the many components involved in sports events. Players appreciate
being able to see all participating hotels at once and the ease to book in with the rest of their team.
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Levels of Housing
Housing without Software
The simplest and easiest form of Room Block Management is
listing hotels on the event website. There is no use of software
and no management. The planner can either list properties in the
area or go a step further and negotiate a group rate for attendees
and provide a group code for them to use when booking
themselves (direct through the hotel). This method can be
successful for smaller-scale events (involving one or two hotels);
however, it provides the event planner zero control over the room
block.
A step above this would be managing room blocks using
spreadsheets and booking request forms. Managing the block by
means of spreadsheets has been done successfully for many
small-scale events. In order to obtain success, it is important to
have a strong understanding of your internal processes. Without
this, it can be difficult to expand operations. Hiring new team
members can become much more complicated and labour intensive.
While this method can work successfully for small events, it isn’t easily scalable. As events grow, they require
additional management or event Housing software to maintain the same success. The addition of software
can ease the management process as well as provide more accurate information and data on the event.

Team of One
There are many successful Housing teams of one. There are obvious limitations, such as being pulled in
several different directions; however, it can be done. Having a background in hotels makes a big difference. It
eliminates a major learning curve and shifts the focus to event Room Block Management instead of learning
new jargon and Housing practices. Another challenge with a team of one is that it’s more difficult to be
proactive in the event Housing market. Often one person becomes too busy juggling different aspects of the
event, pushing the Housing to the back burner. This can result in leaving money on the table.
Probably the most common misconception is that an organization can throw their hat into the Housing ring
and assign the Room Block Management to a marketing or sales manager as another task for them to
complete. For Housing to be managed effectively, it needs to be more of a priority than just another item on
somebody’s to do list. Depending on the number of annual events, Housing can quickly become a full-time
job.
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Team of Ten
There’s power in numbers! There are obvious benefits of having a team of people manage Housing
operations. The key is building the Housing team at the right time. Bringing somebody on too late in the event
planning process can often lead to a lack of necessary learning time it takes to get up to speed. This can
leave gaps that rarely get filled due to lack of time. Once the right team is in place, everyone will need specific
duties. These can be assigned in several ways.
One option is to designate each member of the team a specific area to “champion”. For instance, one person
could be responsible for hotel contracts, another could be responsible for hotel relationships, and someone
else can manage change requests and so on. This allows each person to have an overall knowledge of
system and processes, and it provides a go-to person when certain scenarios arise. This team could rotate
“champions” every so often to keep everybody in the know and develop an appreciation for other team
members.
Another method is where each member of the team is assigned a different event. This can apply to a larger
organization that is managing multiple events happening at the same time. This allows team members to be
fluent in all areas of the Housing operations. Regular meetings and briefings between the multiple “teams”
within the organization is critical to the organization’s success.
The benefit of having multiple people on a Housing team is the ability to be proactive with Housing operations.
It allows time for team members to learn systems and processes thoroughly and analyze the efficiencies and
outcomes of any given practice. Specific members of the team can then focus on obtaining new Housing
business while remaining confident that all existing projects are managed appropriately.
Another way to maximize team efforts can be through the use of an intern or temporary employee. Many
organizations hire interns to assist them with the simple, but time consuming tasks involved in Housing (for
example entering inventory into the Housing software or ensuring rate accuracy).

Third Party Managed
The final option would be to bring in a third-party planner to manage Housing operations on behalf of an
organization. This can work well for mid to large city-wide events where multiple hotels are needed to
accommodate the group.
Hiring a third party comes with certain benefits, including consistent service year-to-year, knowledge of hotels
and the industry, as well as access to not only local hotel sales teams but also national sales reps. A good
third-party planner can utilize buying power resulting in lower room rates, lessened liability and/or increased
concessions for the event. One disadvantage often associated with third party planners is cost. They may
charge a fee to recoup their costs while others offset this cost by receiving a commission and/or rebate from
the hotel. Typically, organizations prefer third party planners who collect rebates and/or commissions from
hotels so that there are little to no hard costs for the company.
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A History on Housing – A Reflection of the Past
In order to dive into the history of Housing, one must speak with industry veterans that have seen first-hand
the changes to Room Block Management procedures and technology over the years. This section provides
clarity on why things are where they are today.
These industry veterans come from diverse backgrounds. Mary Wilson who heads up Housing for South by
Southwest® Music, Interactive and Film Festivals and Mike Chandler who started with USA Volleyball in the
early days of event Room Block Management. Below is an interview excerpt from both parties.

An interview with Mary Wilson, Director of Housing & Travel for South by
Southwest® (SXSW®) Conferences and Festivals:
1. When did you first start in Housing?
In January of 1999 I volunteered to help for three months for the SXSW® Festival.
2. Where did you first see Housing in use?
Here, at SXSW®.
3. What did the systems look like then? What tools did you use?
We used FileMaker database which was created in-house and Apple Mail.
4. What was the technology used?
IMac, fax, phone, paper, and red ink.
5. How were complex blocks administered back then?
You either responded to the early bird email or missed out on downtown hotel rooms until
cancellations came in. I turned off the ability to view to a hotel when it felt like we should hold some
rooms.
6. Describe the Housing process from start to finish
First, you had to buy a conference registration or be invited to perform so you were “in the system”.
Once in the database, you could access a page from our website to complete a form online or fax in
a hotel request form. Most came by fax. Using Filemaker database, I entered each guest’s hotel
request details on their existing records. A script deducted inventory and archived the event on
individual records and hotel inventory records. Guests were sent confirmation emails or faxed copies
of their hotel details. For our hotel partners, we printed rooming lists on cut-off dates. Some were
spreadsheets that were emailed, and some were hand-delivered. All changes were sent to hotels
after the cut-off date on new spreadsheets. Invoices were mailed to hotels post-event based on data
in our Filemaker database.
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7. What were some of the inherent challenges encountered in the early years?
Everything was a challenge. Not everyone used email. A confirmation was seen as spam more often
than not and not seen by the guest. There were 5000 people trying to book rooms through one
person and make changes right up to 72 hours before arrival. I had to guess which hotels would still
be available when the next mailer landed in mailboxes as they were all listed on the back page.
8. Any specific horror stories you recall?
Finding out that 80 reservations for one hotel were never entered into that hotels system and they,
and the rest of the city, were sold out. We were 48 hours away from arrivals. And then after
completely freaking out on the hotel, finding out that the guy who was supposed to enter the records
had cancer in a bad way and didn’t tell anyone that he had never opened our emails because he
didn’t understand email.
9. What was the first iteration of technology you saw and when?
From the beginning, our internal FileMaker database had some built-in features that were well ahead
of their time. But we were missing a safe way to transport credit card numbers in and out and we
were waiting for the rest of the world to catch up with using email.
10. How have things changed over the years?
The business is much more secure now. Ease of use for the guests has been the biggest
improvement. It’s a much more rate-driven industry than it was here when I started.

An interview with Mike Chandler, Owner and CEO of Altitude Event
Consulting:
1. When did you first start in Housing?
In 1991 I was hired to manage and produce the USA Volleyball Junior Olympics. USA Volleyball
(USAV) did not have a third-party planner that assisted with sport Housing. We managed all hotel
contracts and room blocks internally.
2. Where did you first see Housing in use?
When possible, USAV would utilize the host city CVB programs to assist with Room Block
Management. It was not until 2000 that Salt Lake City bid on the 2001 Girls National Championships
that an actual third-party electronic process was offered. Passkey (now Cvent) was being used by
the Salt Lake City Convention & Visitor Bureau. USAV still had to manage the hotel contracting but
was able to utilize the Passkey Housing system.
3. What did the systems look like then? What tools did you use?
As mentioned above, in 2001 we used Salt Lake City’s Housing provider, Passkey. At the time, it was
not compatible for clubs with multiple teams or for a team to block multiple rooms. We had several
discussions on developing the capabilities to manage large blocks of rooms for clubs and their
teams, but it never gained any interest. In 2004 Tournament Housing Solutions (THS) courted USAV
to manage hotel contracting and room block management. Their system would allow a club to
request large room blocks at specific hotels.
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4. What was the technology used?
2001 – Passkey
2004 – Tournament Housing Solutions (THS) self-developed system
5. How were complex blocks administered back then?
Through Passkey you could complete multiple room reservations by phone only, online wasn’t
available then. Through the THS System room block requests could be processed online, which was
a game changer at the time; in addition, you could complete reservations by calling a THS housing
representative.
6. Describe the Housing process from start to finish
Our in-house process was to set up different codes for the different hotels used at any one event so
that teams could get the negotiated rate and USAV could track room nights. When utilizing a CVB’s
Housing department, the CVB knew the hotels very well, but not the event or its attendees. We
received way too many complaints from the attendees. Not that the service was bad, they just did not
understand the culture of the group or their needs when dealing with team blocks.
7. What were some of the inherent challenges encountered in the early years?
Our two biggest challenges were the ability to reserve more than a few rooms at a time for clubs with
multiple teams and the ability to hold reservations in blocks until qualification for the event occurred.
We needed pre-reservation requests with priority selections.
8. Any specific horror stories you recall?
Too many to share! Placing boys and girl’s teams on the same floor and the assigned chaperones on
separate floors or in some instances in a different hotel!
9. What was the first iteration of technology you saw and when?
2001 when USAV used Passkey through the Salt Lake City CVB.
10. How have things changed over the years?
Prior to 2000 no one offered a system that could manage reservations through the web. Post 2000 a
few systems popped up with limited abilities. They were designed to accommodate corporate and
association business, not sports. Only one remains in business from the original few - Passkey. More
Housing companies with proprietary reservation systems are now on the market. With technology
rapidly advancing, these systems have become more complex and offer a host of features to benefit
the sports marketplace.
Reflecting on how things were done in the past shows how far Housing as an industry has come and helps
frame where it’s going. There is no doubt that the industry has come a long way and is undoubtedly going to
move faster and go further than anyone can truly imagine.
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Housing 101
Now that we’ve covered what Housing is, who benefits from it, and where it has come from, the next section
will dive deeper into the how of Housing; how to use the right lingo, how to effectively manage an event, and
how to overcome common obstacles so ensure the success of future events.

Housing Jargon
Housing almost has its own language. Without a hotel background, it can be a lot to take in! This handy guide
reviews the most commonly used Housing jargon:
Addendum: an addition to a completed written document; must be signed by all parties to become
part of a legally binding contract.
Amenity: complimentary items in sleeping rooms such as writing supplies, bathrobes, fruit baskets,
shampoo, etc. provided by the facility at no extra cost.
APEX Post-Event Report: a detailed post event report template which covers event information,
contact information, hotel room information, room block information, food & beverage information,
and much more.
Attrition: difference between the actual number of sleeping rooms used (or food and beverage covers
or revenue projections) and the number or formulas agreed to in the terms of the facility’s contract.
Usually a certain shortfall is allowed before damages are assessed.
Banquet Event Order (BEO): a form most often used by hotels of other facilities to provide details to
personnel concerned with a specific food and beverage function or event room set-up.
BATNA: Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement. The alternate plan when the original plan
doesn’t work out. It can also be used as leverage to get the first option hotel to agree to more
favourable terms.
Cancellation Clause: a provision in a contract which outlines damages or penalties to be paid to the
non-canceling party if cancelation occurs due the canceling party’s breach of the contract.
Citywide Meeting (Citywide Event): an event that requires the use of a convention center or event
complex, as well as multiple hotels in the host city. Numbers required to attain citywide category
depend greatly on the city.
Commission: a payment to a sales representative for meeting or exceeding a sales revenue goal; a
payment made to an individual or organization for bringing business to another individual or
organization.
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Complimentary Ratio (Comp Ratio): provided free as a courtesy or favor, at no charge; often a
reflection of how many units (rooms or tickets) were actually sold to meeting attendees.
Ex. 1/40 comp ratio = for every 40 rooms booked, the organizer receives one complimentary night.
Convention Services Manager (CSM): a professional at a hotel, convention center, or convention
bureau who is responsible for event operations management on all levels. Typically, the sales
manager at the hotel contracts the event then passes the responsibility of organizing the details to
the CSM, including communication with the client.
Cut-off Date: the deadline for holding a number of rooms or ticket guarantees at the group rate; due
date for a decision on a contract or proposal.
Direct Billing: accounts receivable made available to individuals or firms with established credit. One
to three months may be required to establish direct billing with a hotel or event facility.
ETA: estimated time of arrival.
ETD: estimated time of departure.
Force Majeure Clause: a clause in a contract that excuses a party from liability if some greater force
or event beyond the control of that party prevents completion of the contract obligations (i.e. a flood
or natural disaster).
Guarantee: a promise or commitment to rooms, food and beverage, or other revenues. Usually there
is financial liability if the commitment is not met. The final number of persons to be served is usually
required at least 48-72 hours in advance of an event requiring food and beverages.
Headquarter Hotel: one hotel in a multiple hotel meeting where VIPs stay, and official functions are
held.
Master Account (Master Bill): a record of transactions during an event where the resulting balance is
paid directly by the group. This may include room, tax, incidentals, food and beverage, audiovisual
equipment, décor, etc.
No-Show: a reservation made, but not kept. Any person, group or exhibitor who fails to appear to
claim a reservation, exhibit space or ordered service. Participant did not attend and did not cancel
according to cancellation guidelines; an exhibitor that does not show up to claim booth space; a hotel
guest who does not honor a reservation; a speaker/entertainer who does not arrive.
Peak Night: referring to the night during an event when the most rooms are occupied by attendees.
Pick-Up: number of guest rooms actually reserved out of the room block.
Pre-Con: a pre-conference meeting. A meeting at the primary facility at which an event will take
place, just prior to the event start. Attendees generally include the primary event organizer,
representatives of the event organizer/host organization, department heads at the facility, other
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facility staff as appropriate, and contractors. The agenda focuses on reviewing the purpose and
details of the event and making final adjustments as needed.
Post-Con: a post-conference meeting. A meeting at the primary facility at which an event occurred
just after it has ended. Attendees generally include the primary event organizer, representatives of
the event organizer/host organization, department heads at the facility, other facility staff as
appropriate, and contractors. The agenda focuses on evaluating the implementation of the event and
completing the APEX post event report. It often includes final review of bills with accounts payable.
Proposal: a plan put forth for consideration or acceptance; communication sent by a supplier to a
potential customer detailing the supplier’s offerings and prices.
Rack Rate: facility’s standard, pre-established guest room rates.
Rebate: a return of part of a payment. Typically, event planners will receive rebates (money back) on
hotel room reservations.
Request for Proposal (RFP): a document that stipulates what services the organization wants from an
outside contractor and requests a bid to perform such services.
Right-of-First-Refusal (or 1st Option): a courtesy a facility extends to a previously booked party to
approve or disapprove a concurrent booking or to keep uncontracted space for the previously
booked party for program growth.
Room Block: the total number of sleeping rooms that are utilized and attributable to one event.
Run-of-House Rate: rooms given at random according to availability when the reservations are made;
flat rate for which a hotel or motel agrees to offer any of its available rooms (with the exception of
suites) to a group. Final assignment of rooms is at the discretion of the hotel.
Shoulder Nights: Non-peak nights of an event. For example, if an event’s peak nights are Friday and
Saturday, the Thursday and Sunday evening surrounding the event would be the shoulder nights.
Shoulder Season: a period when the demand for a supplier’s product or service is neither high nor
low.
Slippage: reduction in the number of rooms used from the original reserved block.
Sub-Blocks: any group of rooms that are classified or separated differently than the general attendee
block within the event’s contracted block.
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Housing Checklist
The following checklist serves as a guide for all the items that must be completed to successfully execute
event Housing:

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Finalize convention/event dates and venues
Send out a Request for Proposal (RFP) to all possible hotels
• Research closest hotels to event venue
o Investigate reviews of the hotels
o Research publicly listed hotel rates over the event dates
If and when possible, plan a site inspection trip to the event venue and potential event hotels
Negotiate and contract headquarter (HQ) property
Identify preliminary Housing blocks at overflow properties (if applicable)
Build event web page
• Include room blocks, rates, sub-blocks, details of event, cancellation policy, etc.
Decide on “live date” (when the event is open to the public to register and book their rooms)
Ensure hotels are fully aware of booking procedures, cut-off dates, release dates, VIP
information, etc.
• Include a Pre-Con for the HQ hotel and overflow properties.
Once the event is live, review daily pick up and pace reports
• Communicate with hotels – ensure they are accepting reservations in a timely
manner
• Communicate with client – provide update on blocks, challenges, payments, etc.
Accept all calls and email request for reservations and change requests
Follow up with participating hotels post event with request for final pick up and revenues per
day
Send thank you letters / emails to suppliers
Arrange a Post-Con with HQ hotel and client
Obtain completed post event surveys
• Review feedback and share with client
Create a spreadsheet with all data collected for possible
year over year (YOY) comparison
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Overcoming Common Problems
The following section outlines common problems and issues that occur when managing Housing for events.
THE ISSUE: High employee turnover at participating hotels. This can lead to miscommunication and
confusion between the hotel, the event planner, the CVB (if involved) and event attendees.
SOLUTIONS:
✓ Offering Pre-Con Meetings prior to the launch date can help get everyone aligned and it offers a
place to pose questions and discuss the finer details of the event. As events can contract months, or
even years, before they take place, the people involved at the start could potentially no longer be
involved. Confirm all contact information, including email addresses, phone numbers and if possible,
schedules to know who and when to contact. Taking the time to read through the agreements again
and highlighting important information including dates (event dates, cutoff dates, system release
dates (if applicable), cancellation dates, deposits, etc.), concessions, and billing ensures everyone is
on the same page.
✓

If possible, create an event resume that outlines important information such as VIP details, special
arrangements such as accessible needs or dietary restrictions, ETAs and ETDs, onsite contacts, and
event itineraries. All these details assist the hotels in making the event a success as they become
more prepared for guest arrivals.

✓

At the end of the event, having a Post-Con meeting with everyone can help tie up any loose ends.
This is where the planner and hotel partners can receive and provide feedback on the event. This
can be based on guest comments, hotel partner experiences, or planner experiences, all things
good, bad or indifferent. With this information, there is an opportunity to follow up on any issues that
may have arisen in a timely manner. Create notes from this Post-Con meeting to access prior to
arranging your next event.

THE ISSUE: Difficulty keeping track of different policies and procedures at the many contracted hotels.
SOLUTION:
✓ Create a Standard Hotel Agreement. Meeting planners or CVB members can create their own hotel
agreement outlining all details that are required from EVERY hotel contracted for the event. Items can
include booking procedures (from using room block management software to having the hotels
provide a unique booking link), cancellation policies, reconciliation procedures, best rate guaranteed
clauses, how to deal with ‘no show’ reservations, performance clauses, block audit clauses, etc.
Ensure this document is reviewed annually to keep the information up to date.
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THE ISSUE: An unclear understanding of what is required to successfully execute event Housing. This could
be anything from misidentified roles inside the organization on who is handling which Housing procedures to
simply being understaffed.
SOLUTIONS:
✓ Full communication among staff prior to taking on an event is the key to its success. Be aware that
someone will be required to take all Housing related phone calls and emails. Someone will have to
take on hotel contracting. Someone will need to build and maintain sub-blocks, be it for multiple
teams, VIPs, or different levels of attendee packages. There will be a need for someone to handle all
education, training and communication with hotels, attendees, suppliers, etc. Housing for an event is
very often a full-time role. Alternatively, multiple people could take the lead on various aspects of the
event.
✓

Review the event timeline to determine how much time will be required per item noted above.

✓

If the budget allows, hire an outside call center that can assist with handling all the calls and emails
that arise.

THE ISSUE: Attendees are unsure how to book inside the block.
SOLUTIONS:
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✓

Offer a pre-event webinar or recorded video for event attendees. This can provide them with a look
at what to expect, answer common questions on the event and guide them on how to book through
the proper channels. Express how the booking process can set them up for best rates and how it can
save them time and money. Be sure to include web links where possible.

✓

Social media can be a quick, easy and inexpensive way to spread the word on your event and how to
book rooms through the right channels. Again, include web links and contact information.

✓

Send out pre-launch e-blasts with links to the right booking channels. Use catchy wording such as
Book Now, Best Rates, Better Rates than Public, Last Chance, etc. Include web links, contact email
and phone numbers.

✓

Make sure hotel information and the booking link are easy to access on the event website. Use
keywords to increase SEO so that when attendees google “event name” + “hotels” your website
comes up first.

✓

If possible, link registration and Housing. Ideally attendees will move seamlessly from registration to
Housing so they can register and book their hotel room in one go. If possible, brand the registration
and Housing systems to match so the attendees feel as if it’s one transaction.

Book on Housing

THE ISSUE: Event attendees don’t feel compelled to book inside the block.
SOLUTIONS:
✓

Incorporate a “Stay to Play” policy for attendees. Sometimes guests are tempted to book outside the
block if they feel they can get better deals through various websites (Hotwire.com, Airbnb,
Expedia.com, etc.). Include a “Stay to Play” policy which dictates that in order for attendees to attend
an event, they must book within the group block. Confirm this by comparing the registration list with
the hotel rooming lists. Variations of this include a “Stay to Save” policy where attendees save on
some aspect (registration, coupon book, perks, etc.) by booking inside the block or a “Stay to Win”
policy where attendees that book inside the block are entered to win a prize (for example a pizza
party for sports teams, a gift card, a free room upgrade, etc.).

✓

Communicate with hotel partners. If all options to maximize the block have been exhausted,
communicate with hotel contacts. They have been in the industry likely for some time and can
provide some helpful ideas.

THE ISSUE: Attendees can obtain a lower rate by booking outside the block.
SOLUTIONS:
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✓

Create a Standard Hotel Agreement which includes these clauses to protect the block:
• Include a “lowest rate guaranteed” clause: NO rates published lower than the negotiated
rate (exceptions government rates, corporate negotiated rates, etc.)
• Include a clause which states that post-event the hotel will compare the event registration list
against everyone booked in the property over the event dates. If they find any guests at the
property that were booked outside of the block, they will honour their stay towards your final
numbers. This is important if you have an attrition clause where you need to hit a certain
number of room nights to avoid any damages.

✓

Complete a weekly or bi-weekly rate check of the negotiated hotels to ensure they are not selling
under the negotiated rates. Check the hotel’s website to see what they are selling to the public over
the event peak nights. Also include a rate check through third party sites such as Expedia, Priceline,
Kayak, etc.

✓

If you find that hotels are selling under the negotiated rates, approach the sales manager or
convention services manager. If using a Standard Hotel Agreement (SHA) with best rate guarantee
clauses, remind them kindly to honor their contract and have the rates protected over the event
dates. If there isn’t a SHA in place, talk to the hotel representative and explain that if they undercut
the negotiated rate, they are not gaining more revenue through their own site, but that they are
merely displacing revenue from attendees that would have otherwise booked through the block.

Book on Housing

THE ISSUE: Barriers to entry that prevent attendees from booking inside the block. This could be anything
from deposits, to strict cancellation policies, to unclear communication on how to make a reservation.
SOLUTIONS:
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✓

Make sure that the hotel booking tab on the event landing page is BIG and BOLD.

✓

When possible, negotiate easy booking procedures with hotels including a relaxed cancellation policy
such as 24 hours prior to arrival. Avoid deposits and minimum night stays. If this cannot be avoided,
use wording on the site that explains that deposits and/or minimum night stays are negotiated to
keep the rates down and therefore have saved the attendee in expenses. If the value of savings is
large, show them the value! For example – “by prepaying your stay, you save $250+ compared to
the general public.”

✓

If using multiple hotels, try to keep consistency regarding cancellations policies. This avoids
confusion among attendees.

✓

Use event housing software. The convenience and efficiency of an online tool can drastically ease the
booking procedures for the planner and attendees. Event housing software allows all information to
be conveniently centralized and allows users 24/7 access to information and booking options. They
have real time inventory to view and book at their leisure.

✓

If using Housing software, ask the hotels to close out their own central and/or in-house reservations
for the event. Do not allow them to make bookings directly by the hotel. Have the hotel direct
attendees back to the event site. Ensure clear communication with the hotels in order to provide
guests with the correct phone/email/website to book accordingly. Do spot checks by calling the hotel
to book under the group rate. If the hotel allows bookings, contact your hotel representative to have
this rectified.

✓

Be aware of shoulder nights (non-peak nights). If no rooms are available on these dates and guests
want to stay the extra nights, they could look for alternative options. Ensure availability for those
needing to book a longer stay than just the event peak nights.

Book on Housing

THE ISSUE: Room poachers (also known as Room Block Piracy). Unauthorized organizations contact
attendees before an event and persuade them into making a reservation unknowingly around the official
event room block. “Pirates” will often dupe attendees into pre-paying for their hotel rooms and will rob them of
their money, leaving them high and dry without accommodations for the event.
SOLUTIONS:
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✓

Staying vigilant is the key. Provide strong registration incentives such as discounts on registration
when staying at one of the preferred hotels. Consider packaged options where attendees can book
registration and hotel stays in one bundle, ensuring it’s within the block.

✓

Create a spotlight on the webpage above the booking link that specifies the only valid methods to
book for the event. State that all other methods may result in cancellation of registration.

✓

Protect the registration lists. Do not publish lists of attendees and/or exhibitors as poachers will use
this to their advantage. If needing to offer this option, use password protected lists to ensure only
those with the correct password can view it. Another option is to include false names of internal
employees to “fish out” poachers.

✓

Know the exhibitors. Poachers can sometimes buy small booths to obtain attendee lists then cancel
once they have attained this information. Ensure due diligence on who is exhibiting.

✓

Having a lowest rate guaranteed in contracts can deter poachers as they would not be able to
undercut your rates.

✓

Work with the event hotels. Ask that they inform you if they receive blocks over the event dates. You
can include clauses in the agreements that omit any negotiations with competitor companies or
specific organizations over the event dates.

✓

Setup Google AdWords using the event name and keywords. This will allow the official event booking
link to appear on one of the first placements on Google. Room Poachers have been known to create
fake websites and use SEO to appear in a higher rank than the official event website.

✓

Consult legal counsel. If poachers are using the event logo or trademarked name, they are in
violation of intellectual property law. Most cease-and-desist letters will get them to back down.
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Value of Housing
It’s evident that event housing is beneficial to all participants. Housing increases the credibility of events by
accurately tracking pertinent event data such as total room nights occupied, total room revenue spend, and
the number of event attendees. Housing allows planners to better track rebates and commissions. Most
importantly it streamlines the hotel booking process for event attendees. Meetingmax believes that facilitating
event housing through event Room Block Management software is the best method to successfully manage
hotel reservations. Event housing increases data accuracy, quickens processes, and provides a better event
experience for all parties. The following section outlines specific value propositions for each party who uses
event housing software.

Value to the Meeting Planner
1. Revenue Capture & Reporting: Many planners have income tied to the final group pickup. Before
event housing, the planner relied on the hotel’s final numbers to assess the value of commissions
and/or rebates. Most Housing software provides a dedicated website for the planner to track real
time performance and run post event reports. Giving control to the planner increases their
satisfaction and effectiveness.
2. Increase Group Pickup: By providing a central place for reservations to be booked, the planner can
enjoy increased pickup inside the block and a decreased possibility of an attendee booking around
the block. When all hotel information is accessible, attendees are less likely to shop third party sites
for availability.
3. Control over the Block: Most Housing software provides real-time capture of information which allows
a planner to manipulate their room blocks. If the planner notices they have fulfilled an obligation at
one hotel but are short at another, Housing gives them the opportunity to close out one hotel forcing
stays at another. This can be done with the click of a button with event housing software.
4. Gain Negotiating Power with Destinations: CVB’s are mandated to fill hotel
rooms. By using a Housing system to accurately track room pickup, this
information can be used next time to prove the economic impact of the event
and negotiate a better deal on room rates, rebates, or even discounts on city
venues.
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Value to the Convention & Visitor Bureau
1. Make the City More Competitive: In today’s economic climate, winning bids for new business and
retaining legacy business have become more critical than ever. Destinations that provide additional
services like event housing are simply more competitive in the marketplace. If the city is not providing
such a service, their competitors are. A CVB that stays on top of technology has a fundamental
advantage over one that ignores it.
2. Economic Impact Tracking: Data retention with key metrics such as total room nights booked, total
guests in the city and total room spend are important for a bureau to track and report on. By
deploying Housing, a city has accurate reports that can be used to justify new projects and maintain
funding from taxes. Reporting capabilities also include email address capture that can be used for
leisure-based ad campaigns.

3. Revenue Generation: In many destinations, developing new revenue streams has
become a necessity. Event housing provides the ability to generate revenue from
activity transacted through the software. Whether it is classified as a cost
recovery center or a new revenue stream, Housing is used by many
organizations to increase funds coming in.

Value to the Event Holder
1. Centralized Information: Housing provides a central place for all hotel options to be displayed and
reservations to be booked. The alternative of having a list of hotels, rates and telephone numbers can
be a frustrating and time-consuming prospect for attendees. Event housing ties all participating
properties together and rules out hotels that no longer have availability.
2. Increasing Group Pickup: By providing a central place for reservations to be booked, planners can
enjoy increased pickup inside the block, decreasing the possibility of attendees booking around the
block. When all hotel information is accessible, attendees are less likely to shop third party sites for
availability.
3. Customizations: Create customized links for event attendees and assign specific
sub-blocks for inventory, be it a VIP sub-block, staff sub-block, speaker subblock, etc. Guests can create reservations using their specific sub block code,
streamlining the booking process for them and efficiently managing inventory on
the backend.
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Value to the Participant
1. Centralized Information: A key benefit of event housing for attendees is that it provides a central
place for all hotel options to be displayed and reservations to be booked. The alternative, having a list
of hotels, rates and telephone numbers, can be frustrating and time consuming. Event housing ties all
participating properties together and rules out hotels that no longer have availability.
2. Changes and Adjustments 24/7: Event housing provides the ability for attendees to not only make a
reservation when it’s convenient for them, but also permits them to make changes any time,
day or night.
3. Reservation Flexibility: Event housing is customized with the attendee in mind. A
guest can create a reservation using a specific sub block code they have been
provided or make a single booking containing multiple rooms along with a host of
variable options.

Value to the Hotel
1. Increased Revenue, New Business: The primary benefit to the hotel is being a part of a system that
makes it easy for planners to use their city and simple for guests to book into their hotel, ultimately
improving their ability to increase future group business.
2. Flexible Reservation Processing: Event housing provides the ability for hotels to process reservations
using their preferred method, either on an individual basis as they come in or at the contracted cutoff date. Manual reservation processing or batch downloading is available depending on the hotel’s
technological capabilities.
3. Eliminate Call-ins: When a conference is using event housing, everything from the creation of a
reservation to canceling a booking is fully housed within the system. Hotels can
process reservations, changes and cancellations in their own time, when it’s
convenient.
4. Full Control over Rate Rules: Most event housing software allows hotel
administrators a host of rate rules including minimum night stays, single to quad rate
variances, along with most other variables that could enter into a group contract.
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Success Stories
The following case studies highlight how event housing increased the success of various events.

Convention and Visitor Bureaus
Bloomington Convention and Visitors Bureau
When the Bloomington, Minnesota Convention and Visitors Bureau licensed the Meetingmax room
block management software they initially decided to run the majority of their group business through
the system. They managed over twelve events in their first year alone. They soon saw an opportunity
to normalize fees, keep business local, and re-invest into marketing and sports grant programs.
Learn how they were able to more than quadruple their room nights. Jump to page #22 for the full
case study.

Plano Convention and Visitors Bureau
Team registration for the Elite Softball Showcase Tournament in Plano, Texas was declining. Visit
Plano wanted to increase hotel occupancy within city limits and prove relevancy to the tournament
director. With a loss of 107 registered teams, (424 teams in year 1 declining to 317 teams in year 2),
it was no easy feat. Jump to page #24 for the full case study.

Associations
National Association of Sports Commissions
Without Housing software, the National Association of Sports Commissions was not able to view
inventory in a central repository to be at the staff’s fingertips. This lack of technology resulted in
delays answering attendee inquiries and managing room poachers. Jump to page #26 for the full
case study.
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Bloomington Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Bloomington Convention and Visitors Bureau (continued)
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Plano Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Plano Convention and Visitors Bureau (continued)
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National Association of Sports Commissions
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National Association of Sports Commissions (continued)
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The Future of Housing
No one truly knows what the future holds for Housing; however, there are many emerging trends that suggest
housing software will become fully integrated with event technology and provide a uniquely personalized
attendee experience in the near future. One thing is certain, technology is moving faster than it ever has and
housing software capabilities will continue to move along the same trajectory given its importance in the
meetings industry.

Seamless Products
One area that will see greater evolution is integrations. With Housing being just one component of the
meetings market, ensuring that it doesn’t operate in a silo is an important directive now and in the future.
Integrating Housing with important aspects like CRM, registration, event tickets, event apps, and alternative
accommodation sites will be vital to the future success of meetings.

The Future Meeting
With increasingly frequent advances in technology, and a continuous desire for real-time information,
Meetingmax pictures a scenario like this to occur in the future:
The Booking Process:
An individual decides to investigate a meeting or conference that was suggested to them via their web
browser, targeted ad, or social media given their browsing behaviors and known interests. As the prospective
attendee clicks through to view more information, they can immediately see the event dates cross-checked to
their calendar and confirm that they are able to attend. After they register, they are immediately whisked into
Housing which, integrated with registration, has told the Housing system who they are and what information
they are entitled to see. Housing provides this guest with specific rates and hotel properties based on rules
setup by the event planner. Furthermore, Housing presents these options to the guest in order of relevance
based on integrated data from other sources. The guest is a known Hilton Diamond Member and all Hiltons,
DoubleTrees and Hampton Inns are sorted to the top. Before presenting the guest with this final list, a further
cross reference from his TripAdvisor account indicates his preferences are always 4 star or greater. This gets
moved into the algorithm and presents a final list of hotels weighting and combining these dynamics. As the
guest selects their hotel, the Housing system notices that they have not ever visited this destination before via
its integration with the destination’s CRM and suggests they might want an electronic visitor guide. The guest
appreciates the offer for the guide and also answers some targeted questions to help the CVB determine
what type of information might be most relevant. As the guest completes their reservation, all Housing data
moves back into the registration ecosystem allowing one central place for them to view details about their
hotel, the event, their tickets and other information about the destination.
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Leading Up to The Event:
Once the guest has registered, other online booking behavior and searching pattern tools have discovered
that the guest has recently expressed an interest in learning golf. This data has merged seamlessly between
the CRM, the web service provider and Housing system. Custom and tailored information can now be served
to the guest knowing who they are, what they are interested in, and where they are going. Housing
understands when they are coming and is able to integrate this vital information to establishments that might
have interest in having the guest in. If the guest has opted into email, they may receive an offer from the
destination or event planner to golf at their top golf course. If the planner sees that enough registrants are
interested in golf, perhaps they arrange a golf tournament for event attendees.
Checking-in to the Event:
As the guest enters the destination, beacons or other geo location tools can identify they have arrived
through integration with the mobile app that was downloaded onto the user’s smartphone. The app is
integrated with Housing to push a notification to the guest’s phone with the fastest route to get to the hotel,
taking into consideration current traffic patterns being pushed by satellite. As the guest arrives at their
selected hotel, another beacon identifies they have entered the property. The app cross references with
Housing to determine if this is the guest who created the reservation. Housing now cross references with the
hotel’s internal system to verify identity and pushes the guest their electronic room key. Guest confirms the
terms of their stay and heads up to room using their mobile device to open their room.
While on Property:
As the guest enters the room, their preferences have automatically been taken into consideration. The room
temperature has been set to the desired level using the preferences contained in the guest’s profile in their
hotel user account. As the guest arrives back at their hotel, the beacon technology flags them, cross
references with Housing, and realizes that they are a current guest of the hotel. It welcomes them back, offers
to assist them in booking spa appointments or dining reservations. As it integrates with registration, it notes
that the guest has an early morning break out session he is scheduled for. The push technology reminds the
guest of his session and asks if he would like a wakeup call at 6:00AM to provide enough time to arrive at the
session for 7:00AM. Further to this, the same scenario can occur on the last night of his stay. Noting his
arrival back at the hotel at a late hour, it can offer him a late check out for a fee. Many monetizing
opportunities can exist including late check-outs, empty or last-minute spa appointments, discounts on dining
opportunities, and excursions. The technology takes into consideration and cross references the guest’s
event session times, noticing lulls in the guest’s schedule to push these notifications through.
Post Event:
Throughout the event, valuable information was collected on each guest. Once cross referenced, this
information provides the event planner with extremely useful and applicable data to personalize the post and
future event experience for all guests. Noting things like hotel preference, room type preference, dining
preference, spa and excursion tendencies, patterns of arrival, methods to move through the city, session likes
and interests, social media posts and shares while at the event, and general demographical information from
Housing, the guest can be targeted with information that applies strictly to them and caters directly to their
interests. The capability to deliver an extremely personalized experience is endless.
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Possible Housing Solutions
Licensed vs. Managed
There are many great solutions available on the market to assist with your event housing needs. Before
selecting a solution, decide what method of Housing best suits your needs:
•

Licensed Housing:
Organizations license room block management software for their events. The organization will
contract and manage the event hotel room inventory in-house. The organization is responsible for
building the event and managing inventory through the housing software. Licensed Housing
increases opportunities to generate revenue through hotel rebates and commissions and it offers
greater control over the room blocks.

•

Managed Housing:
The Housing provider acts as the meeting planner, contracting hotel room blocks for events and
managing the inventory through the chosen Housing software. Managed Housing can save valuable
time and resources by outsourcing this portion of the event. Managed Housing typically comes at a
cost of either a flat fee to a third-party planner or lost revenue as the Housing provider may collect
payment through hotel rebates and commissions.

Housing Solutions
Once you’ve decided between Licensed or Managed Housing for your events, then comes the fun part of
picking a partner that best suits your organization’s needs. Popular Housing solutions include:
Meetingmax (Licensed Services)
Meetingmax simplifies room block management through their proprietary event housing software.
Meetingmax provides a Master Control Panel for the event organizers, a Hotel Control Panel for
participating hotels, a Planner Control Panel for the meeting planner to stay current on event pickup,
and a state-of-the-art Attendee Reservation Panel. All four panels are synced in real time so all
parties can keep a pulse on the event.
Cvent Passkey (Licensed Services)
Cvent Passkey leases proprietary software to hotels, convention and visitor bureaus, and meeting
planners to streamline and automate meeting and event bookings.
Resiada (Licensed Services)
Resiada leases proprietary software solutions to events rights holders, CVB’s, sports organizations,
and event planners to help them streamline the event creation process.
EventPipe (Licensed Services)
EventPipe licenses their event housing software to a variety of meeting planners, from conventions to
weddings.
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onPeak (Managed Services)
onPeak offers third party managed event accommodation services. They fully manage hotel room
blocks from start to finish through their in-house software solution.
Orchid Event Solutions (Managed Services)
Orchid Event Solutions offers managed convention Housing services. Orchid Event Solutions
integrates with Meetingmax and Cvent Passkey for their online hotel reservations needs.
Team Travel Source (Managed Services)
Team Travel Source offers managed housing services for sports events and tournaments.
EventConnect (Managed Services)
Event Connect offers an all-in-one tournament software for rights holders, cities and hotels.
Excel Spreadsheets
Yes… excel spreadsheets! If running a small event with a limited budget, limited participating hotels,
and limited attendees, an excel spreadsheet may be the most economical solution. For many years,
organizations managed their event Housing through excel and emails. While there are clear benefits
to using web-based software to manage reservations, excel and email are always an option.

Resources
Resources to Continually Grow Your Housing Knowledge
These are some of the best websites to keep current on industry Housing trends:
Housing Companies
• Meetingmax Company Blog
• Cvent Company Blog
• Resiada Blog
• onPeak Blog
Industry Associations
• Destinations International (DMAI) NewsBrief
• Meeting Professionals International (MPI)
• Professional Conference Management Association (PCMA)
• Event Service Professionals Association
• Sports Events & Tourism Association
Event Technology Publications
• SKIFT
• Event Manager Blog
• PhocusWire
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About Meetingmax
Who is Meetingmax?
Meetingmax was established in 2002 as a division of Uniglobe Travel to assist corporate clients in securing
hotel rooms and convention services. In the course of planning large events, the company’s CEO, Jeff
Duncan, saw the need for software that could automate the labour-intensive process of tracking hotel room
bookings. After an unsuccessful search, Meetingmax developed its own proprietary software. Before long,
other organizations expressed interest in using the system. Mr. Duncan seized the opportunity to license the
software and pivoted Meetingmax’s original business model. At Meetingmax, the sole focus is helping clients
succeed in Housing. They are constantly listening and improving their services and technology to deliver
quality and innovation at every stage.
Today, Meetingmax is a true and passionate leader in Housing technology. Their software is trusted by
organizers of high-profile events and is the exclusive method used to secure hotel rooms for events such as
South by SouthWest, TED Conferences, Cisco Live, and Oracle OpenWorld. The company is based in
Vancouver, BC and can be found online at www.meetingmax.cc

The Meetingmax Culture
Meetingmax’s culture is the cornerstone of its success. Jeff Duncan attributes the company’s
accomplishments to a strong foundation rooted in its core values, vision, mission statement, and a clear
sense of direction shared amongst all team members.
Mission: Helping People Find “Their People”
Vision: Building Better Events Globally Through Deep Understanding, Awesome Solutions and
Ridiculously Remarkable Support
Core Values:
1. Passion for People
4. Thirst for Learning
2. Ingenuity Everywhere
5. Make it Fun!
3. Own it.

Why We Created This eBook
We wrote this book to create clarity around event housing. There is a lot of misinformation about Housing and
we thought this book would help shed light on what works, and what doesn’t work, when it comes to event
room block management. We want all users to succeed in Housing, so we set out to create a tool to share
our knowledge of best Housing practices. We thought that writing a book which compiles years of combined
experience between us and our clients was a great way to accomplish this. We hope you find it to be a
valuable tool!
Questions or comments? Reach us at info@meetingmax.cc
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